The E-Health Systems Quality and Reliability: Models and Standards edited by Anastasius Moumtzoglou and Anastasia Kastania provides a comprehensive insight into the E-Healthcare landscape. It is a daunting challenge to present the relevant concepts and networks of the e-transforming and e-learning healthcare community in the time of continuous rehearsal.

Already the chapters’ titles are fascinatingly inviting, ranging from some general concepts models and features to the personalized e-health grids; covering the topics of both, individual user and patient – physician teamwork and all this within the context of education and research, evidence based practice, outcomes improvement, accountability and increasing the overall satisfaction of patients and professionals.

The list of authors team is very telling indeed: they are not only experts in the respective fields of knowledge but also have vast passion for education and a great heart for teaching and learning. I have been honored to work and collaborate with many of them.

The book is a powerful manual and a useful compendium that enables a breakthrough ride into E – Health - I wish you find it useful and also entertaining.
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